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Replies to My Critics
SHELLYKAGAN

University of Illinois at Chicago

I am gratefulto Dan Brock,FrancesKamm,and MichaelSlote for their
thoughtfuland challengingcontributionsto this symposium.I have in fact
learneda greatdealfromall threeof thesepeople-not just fromtheirpresent
essays, but over the years-and I am glad to have this opportunityto acknowledgethatdebt.

FrancesKamm'sdenseremarkstouchupona largenumberof issues,andI regret thatI lack the space to addressmost of themhere.With considerable
misgivings,I havechosentwo:KammoffersbothwhatI taketo be a general
argumentfor a constraintagainstharming,and a more specific argument
aimedat establishing,in particular,the moralrelevanceof the do/allowdistinction.I will beginwiththegeneralargument.
Ordinarymoralityrecognizesa constraintagainstharming,whichforbids
an agentto harmanotherperson,whetherin the pursuitof the agent'sown
personalgoals, or in the promotionof the greatergood overall.If thereis
such a constraint,protectingeach of us frombeing harmed,thenthereis a
sense in whicheachof us is "inviolable".
Kammsuggeststhat"Ifwe areinviolablein this way we aremoreimportantcreaturesthanviolableones, we
are creatureswhose interestsare more worthserving."The constraintexif there
or valuablecreatures;
pressesor reflectsthefactthatwe areimportant
were no such constraintthis wouldrevealthatwe were less importantthan
we takeourselvesto be.
I findit difficultto get a firmgripon thisidea.Admittedly,thereseemsto
be somethingto it. If I canbe harmedby others,andmy interestssacrificed,
for the sake of goals not my own, then theredoes seem to be a sense in
whichI mustbe less important,andmy interestsless "worthserving,"than
wouldbe thecase if I couldnot be permissiblysacrificedin this way. If I am
protectedby a constraint,thenthereis a sense in which I mustbe a more
important
typeof creature.
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Unfortunatelyfor this argument,the following also seems to be true. If I
as an agent must restrict my behavior, and curtail the pursuit of my goals,
then there is a sense in which I must be less important,and my interests less
worth serving, than would be the case if I were not constrainedin this way.
That is, if my acts were not limited by constraints, then there would be a
sense in which I would be revealed to be a more importanttype of creature.
These two ways of being importantcan be combined, if I am the only
creatureprotected by constraints.Then others cannot sacrifice me (I am too
importantfor that), but I can sacrifice others (I am too importantto be constrained for their sake). But if other people are as important as I am-as
Kamm certainly believes-then these two thoughts are in tension. Constraints express a greaterimportancein one way, but a lesser importance in
another.
The situationis even worse. There is a sense in which I am revealed to be
more important if others must come to my aid, putting aside their own interests so as to serve my own. And there is yet another sense in which I am
revealed to be more importantif I need never come to the aid of others, need
never put aside my own interestsfor the sake of goals not my own. But these
two ways of being importantare in tension with each other as well.
In short, I am revealed to be a more importantcreatureinsofar as others
cannot sacrifice me, but I can sacrifice others, and others must aid me, but I
need not aid them. Given the restrictionthat all people are to have the same
set of liberties, protections,and so on-which set of featuresreveals us to be
the most important sorts of creatures, the ones whose interests are most
worth serving? I do not know how to answer that question.' In effect, the
thought that we are importantcreaturesgives out, long before convincing me
that there must be a constraint against harming-a prohibition against
harmingeven when this would serve a greater numberof equally important
creatures. Thus, despite Kamm's appeal to our importance, I think we still
lack an adequatemotivationfor a constraintagainstharming.
Beyond this generalargument,however, Kamm also offers a suggestion as
to why, in particular,the do/allow distinction mattersmorally. Following her
lead, let us consider her proposal in terms of the distinction between killing
and letting die.
If I kill someone then (in the normal case) I deprive him of somethinghis life-that he had, and would have continuedto have, independentlyof me.
In contrast,if I let someone die, then although she fails to get my aid, this is
One might, I suppose, try to settle it by asking which set of features it would be
rational for me to select, given that others are to have the same moral standing. Or
perhaps we might turn to a contract approach, and ask what features rational bargainers
would settle upon. But this would take us far beyond Kamm's own remarks,so I'll leave
the matter here.
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not something that she had, or would have had, independently of me; and
when this second person loses her life, this is not something that she would
have continuedto have independentlyof me. If we assume that it is especially
morally importantthat goods should be distributedin accord with the desires
of those on whom they are dependent, then we seem to have an explanation
of the moralrelevance of the do/allow distinction:when I do harm,goods that
are had independentlyof me are distributed in a way that goes against the
wishes of those on whom the goods are dependent;but when I allow harm,
my reactionis not morally offensive in this way.
When I considered this argument in The Limits of Morality I raised the
following objection.2 There is indeed a clear and obvious sense in which
when I kill a strangerI deprive him of something-his life-which he has
and would have continuedto-have independentlyof me. But it seems equally
clear to me that there is anothersense according to which the stranger'scontinuing to have his life is not altogether independentof me and my actions;
since it is only my refraining from killing him that permits him to keep his
life, that life is not something that he continues to have completely independently of me. The defender of the argument needs to explain why it is
only dependence of the former sort that is morally relevant here, and not dependence of the latter sort. In effect, we need an explanationof why positive
dependencemattersmorallyin a way thatnegative dependencedoes not. And,
I suggested, any attempt at an explanation will simply presuppose the
relevance of the do/allow distinction, the very point we were trying to
establish.
In reply, Kamm urges us to resist the claim that "we depend on those who
must make efforts not to kill us in the same way as we do on those who
make efforts to save us." But I never suggested thatwe are dependent"in the
same way." I am quite cognizant of the metaphysical distinction between
what I have here called positive and negative dependence. The question is
simply why the one sort of dependenceshould have greatermoral significance
thanthe other.
PerhapsKamm would reject my assertion that negative dependence is indeed a kind of dependence. To my own ear, at least, talk of negative dependence is not improper,given that one person is here subject to the control or
influenceof another.But perhapsKamm will hear it differently.No matter.If
being subject to such "negative control"is not genuine dependence, so be it.
The questionwill still remainwhy dependence(genuine,positive dependence)
should have a moral weight lacking from mere negative control. So far as I
2

But I inadvertently failed to note (in the initial printing of the book) that the argument
itself came from Kamm ("Killing and Letting Die: Methodological and Substantive Issues," Pacific Philosophical Quarterly, 1983). I have corrected this omission for subsequent printings.
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can see, any answer will still presuppose the relevance of the do/allow
distinction.
Of course, as Kamm observes, the relevance of the do/allow distinction
might be more apparentin this context than it is elsewhere. But for my own
part, at least, I find it remains obscure.
II
Dan Brock's focus is on options. He argues that these can best be defended in
terms of an appeal to the value of individual autonomy. Options, Brock tells
us, are "necessaryconditions for autonomy."Although there is an attractive
plausibility to this claim, I once more find the argument difficult to pin
down.
Suppose we say, following Brock, that autonomy involves defining and
pursuingone's own conception of the good life. What exactly is supposed to
be the tension between accepting this as a moral ideal and denying the existence of options?
One possible interpretationof what Brock has in mind is this. Call a
moral theory directive with regard to a possible act facing an agent, if the
theory classifies the act as either forbidden or required. If a moral theory
classifies each particularpossible act as either forbiddenor required,then we
can say that it is universally directive. A moral theory that denies the existence of options comes very close to being universally directive (the only
exceptions are the rare cases of ties, where more than one act would maximally promote the overall good). But the closer to being universally directive, the less "choice" is left to the agent. This is where the conflict with autonomy comes in, since autonomy is basically a matterof choosing for oneself. Since autonomy requires choice, it is threatenedby a theory that leaves
little room for choice.
If this is indeed Brock's argument,then it seems to me mistaken.It is certainly a moral ideal to be able to choose for oneself how to act. And it is a
perfectly familiar point that social and political pressures can interfere with
one's choosing for oneself. Arguably, inner psychological compulsions can
do this as well. But is your choosing for yourself similarly interferedwith if
there are reasons for one choice ratherthan another?As far as I can see, the
answer to this is No. Nor is it interferedwith if there are decisive reasons for
one choice rather than another (and that is really all that an act's being
morallyrequiredcomes to). So long as you are still free to decide for yourself
which act is best supported by reasons-able to evaluate the various
arguments yourself, make your own judgment as to which reasons are
decisive, and so on-the mere fact that one act rather than another is supported by decisive reasons does not undermineyour freedom of choice. So
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even if morality lacks options, this doesn't undermineor threatenone's autonomy.
Consider this analogy. If autonomy in the practicalrealm involves choosing for oneself what to do, then autonomy in the theoretical realm involves
choosing for oneself what to believe. This is no doubt a theoreticalideal; and
it can be threatenedby various social and political (and, perhaps, psychological) forces. But it is not threatenedby the fact (when it is a fact) that there
is decisive epistemic reason to believe one claim ratherthananother.
In short, autonomy requires the freedom to determine for oneself which
judgments are true. But for a theory to deny the existence of options does
nothing to threatenthis.
But what of your ability to act on your autonomously arrived at judgments? If autonomy is to be a moral ideal, mustn't it also be morally permissible to act on your choices? To be honest, it is not at all clear to me that
it must be. Virtually any moral theory will say of certain acts that they are
required.So if a given individualjudges otherwise, that individual is simply
wrong; and if that individual acts on that false belief, she acts immorally.
Surely Brock does not mean to claim that it is part of our moral ideal that
one be able to act immorally.3
Perhapswhat Brock has in mind is this. Autonomy involves choosing for
oneself among some significant range of alternatives.If this is to be a moral
ideal, then the alternatives chosen among must themselves be morally permissible.
Now I do not, in fact, think that this follows from the notion of autonomy that we have been considering so far. From the mere fact that choosing
for oneself is a moral ideal, it simply does not follow that the objects chosen
among must be equally acceptablemorally.Even if only one particularchoice
is the morally correct one, this doesn't underminethe moral value of making
the choice for oneself. (Similarly, autonomy in theoretical investigations is
not underminedby the fact thatonly one particulartheory is correct.)
Of course we can introduce a new, or further sense of "autonomy,"according to which one's autonomy is indeed underminedto the extent that in
any given choice situation only one act is morally permissible. But then it
seems to me that we really have gained merely an illusion of progress. To
say that options are necessary because of the value of autonomy in this new
sense, is to say that options are necessary because of the value of there being
a rangeof acts thatare permissible. But for there to exist such a range simply
3

Doesn't it interfere with your autonomy if others may permissibly stop you from
acting on your considered judgment-even if it is mistaken? Perhaps. But virtually any
moral theory will permit this in some cases (typically it will depend on the nature of
the forbidden act you are about to perform, the costs of stopping you, and so on)-and,
at any rate, the mere denial of options entails no position on this matter.
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is for there to be an option. Thus options are necessary because of the value
of options. Appeal to the value of autonomy in this sense provides no
independentmotivationfor options.
At times it seems to me that Brock's concern is not actually autonomy at
all. Brock characterizes autonomy in terms of the definition and pursuit of
one's own conception of the good life. However, it is difficult to see what
work is being done by his focusing on choice concerning the good life. In
most of Brock's discussion, what seems to really be at issue is simply the
general matterof choice concerning how to act; and this is how I have construedautonomyin discussing Brock's arguments.
But all this talk of pursuit of the good life suggests that the objection
may simply be this. If there are no options, then agents may have to dramatically curtail the pursuit of the good life; if there are no options, agents may
be called upon to make significant sacrifices of their various interests. This
is, of course, a crucially importantfact about the significance of options. It
prompts the thought that if one could better understand what exactly is
problematicabout requiringthe sacrifice of interestsone would be better able
to state why options should be included in morality. Since I devote
something close to half my book to pursuing this line of thought, I certainly
do not want to be dismissive of it. But stripped of the references to autonomy, I cannot see how Brock's remarkscould be taken to add anything new
to this line of argument.4 In contrast, the appeal to autonomy does add
something largely new. But if I am correct, it is unsuccessful as part of a defense of options.
Brock's closing remarks suggest an alternative defense of options, one
couched in terms of fairness. Brock invites us to consider an individual who
asks why she should be morally requiredto sacrifice nearly all her interests,
when the need to do this is largely the result of the failure of others to do
their fair share. Aren't one's moral requirementslimited to doing one's fair
share?
I must say that I find this line of argumentratherunpersuasive. It seems
obvious to me that if others who could help are refusing to contribute to
those in need, then I may myself be requiredto do even more. Consider this
simple example. Suppose there are two people drowning, and two of us
standing at the pier with several life preserverseach. No doubt under a fair
4
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Brock's talk of creating a "unique self' and "unique conceptions of the good life" suggests that his concern may not be so much autonomy as individuality. If we grant that
we have a deep interest in such uniqueness, and grant further that in the absence of
options this interest must be sacrificed (a point more obvious to Brock than it is to me)
then perhaps Brock has also drawn our attention to a particular interest that may be
threatenedby the absence of options. But I don't see why this particularinterest would
provide a more compelling basis for options than many others.
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distributionof the burdens,each of us would have to throw a life preserverto
only one person. But if you immorally refuse to do your fair share, then I
must do more: I am requiredto save them both.5So one's moralrequirements
are not limited to doing one's fair share, despite what Brock suggests. When
Brock's imagined agent complains that it is unfair that she should have to
sacrificenearlyall her interests,we can all agree that this is indeed unfair.But
the complaint should be directed at those who refuse to do what they are
morallyrequiredto do. They are the ones who treather unfairly,not morality.
III
In my investigation of ordinarymorality, I largely excluded from consideration nonmoral reasons-reasons which have no weight from the moral
standpoint. My reason for doing this was that I was concerned with the
question of what is morally requiredof us, and moral requirementsare presumably groundedon morally acceptable, or morally legitimate reasons. But
Michael Slote rightly points out that even nonmoral reasons might be
relevant to the investigation of what morality requires, and so should not be
disregarded. Slote proposes a justification of options within morality, that
nonetheless turns on the existence of such nonmoralreasons. That argument
deservescarefulscrutiny.6
In my discussion of what I called the negative argument, I noted that the
defender of ordinarymorality might insist that a genuine moral requirement
must be based on reasons thatare capable of motivating the agent. Thus even
if there is on balance greater moral reason to perform some act, that reason
might nonetheless fail to grounda requirement-fail to be morallydecisiveif it lacked the necessary motivational underpinning. This meant that the
moderatecould concede that the balance of morally legitimate reasons might
always supportpromoting the good. Yet the moderate could still argue that
the pro tanto reason to promote the good frequently lacks sufficient
motivating force to enable the agent to overcome her naturalbias in favor of
her own interests. Since that reason typically fails to meet the motivational
condition necessary for groundinga requirement,there can be no general requirementto promote the good; moralitymust include options.
I argued, however, that if the moderate concedes that from the moral
standpointthe bias in favor of one's interestsshould be viewed as a hindrance
and nothingmore, then the agent would in fact have motivation to at least try
5
6

A similar point is made-with a similar example-in Peter Singer, "Famine, Affluence,
and Morality," Philosophy & Public Affairs 1 (1972), at p. 233.
I did not actually overlook the possibility of an argument along the lines that Slote
proposes. However, as Slote correctly observes, most of my discussion of matters in
this neighborhood was confined to the footnotes. This particular argument is briefly
considered in a note to p. 383.
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to overcome that bias, and that this would suffice to meet the motivational
condition, grounding a requirement to promote the good. Of course, the
moderatecould go on to argue that the bias is in fact of positive moral value
in its own right, supportedby its own set of moral reasons. But this would
be to abandonthe negative argumentfor the positive argument,which I then
subjectedto its own criticism.
Slote proposes a modification in the negative argument.He suggests that
the moderate should recognize the existence of nonmoral reasons for promoting one's own interests. If these reasons are sufficiently weighty, then
even though from the moral point of view the bias in favor of one's interests
would be a hindrance,from the largerperspectivewhich takes into accountall
genuine reasons for action, the bias would be of genuine (albeit nonmoral)
value. All things considered,then, the agent would frequentlylack motivation
to try to overcome that bias. And so even though among the moral reasons
the balance supports promoting the overall good, there would still be no
general requirement to promote the good, for it would lack the necessary
motivationalunderpinning.
Should the moderatewelcome this version of the negative argument?One
possible reason for hesitation is this. The reasons that Slote is proposing
supportthe agent's choosing to promote her various interests at the possible
expense of the greatergood. They reflect the divergence of the personalpoint
of view from the objective, impersonalpoint of view. But the personal point
of view diverges from the impersonalnot only with regard to the person as
agent, but also with regard to the person as recipient, or patient. Thus we
should expect the existence of two kinds of subjective reasons: not only
agent-protecting reasons of the sort that Slote identifies, but also what might
be calledpatient-protectingreasons.
In my discussion of the positive argumentI raised the possibility-on the
moderate'sbehalf-that patient-protectingreasons might groundconstraints.I
noted several difficulties facing this suggestion, but it seemed a promising
one nonetheless. However, if they are to groundmoral constraints-one type
of moral requirement-then patient-protectingreasons must themselves be
moralreasons. Yet it is difficult to see why one kind of subjective reason (the
patient-protectingkind) should be among the moral reasons, while the other
kind of subjective reason (the agent-protecting kind) is not. So if the
moderateis indeed to help himself to this-approachto groundingconstraints,
he must say against Slote that the agent-protectingreasons are moral as well.
But this would simply turn Slote's argumentinto the positive argument,and
Slote has not challenged my criticisms of that.
Of course, Slote might try to argue that patient-protecting reasons are
indeed moral ones, while agent-protectingreasons nonetheless are not. But I
haven't a clue as to how one might defend this claim. Alternatively,however,
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Slote could simply decline to help himself to this defense of constraints. He
could then deny the very existence of patient-protectingreasons, or hold that
they too are nonmoral.
So the question remains whether it is open to the moderate to hold that
the agent-protectingreasons are nonmoral. I do not in fact think that most
moderates will want to say this. It must be borne in mind that saying of a
reason that it is a moral one-in the sense relevant here-is merely saying
that it is morally legitimate, morally acceptable. It is not a matter of saying
that the reason is particularlyor especially "moral"in content. Rather, it is
only a matterof saying that the reason is to be counted in determiningwhere
the balance of moral reasons lies, that it has weight from the moral point of
view. I am not completely happy with any of these characterizations,7but I
hope they suffice to make plausible my claim that most moderates do consider agent-protectingreasons to be moralreasons in this sense. When I spend
extra time playing with my children, or pursuing my love of romantic
poetry, I think that most moderates will view me as acting on reasons that
should indeed be counted from the moral point of view. That is why I believe
that, on reflection, most moderateswill find that they are in fact drawn to the
positive argumentafter all.
But I certainly have no argument that all moderates will feel this way.
Some may be happy to classify the bulk of agent-protectingreasons as nonmoral; and Slote himself may be such a moderate. So here is one further
problem. Admittedly, if the agent-protectingreasons are nonmoral,then they
certainly cannot ground a moral requirement.But since they are nonetheless
genuine reasonsfor action, the questionarises whetherthey can and do ground
rational requirements.Slote is arguing,in effect, that whenever the agent has
a moral option, then from the rationalpoint of view the reasons the agent has
for favoring her own interests outweigh the reasons that supportpromoting
the greater good. (Were this not so, then her natural bias would still be
viewed overall as a hindrance, and my original answer to the negative
argument would remain in force.) But if this is so, then what if anything
prevents these reasons from grounding a rational requirement to favor her
interests in each such case? Do these reasons fail to meet some further
condition necessary for being rationallydecisive? I cannot, however, think of
any plausible condition that might be of help here. (Slote himself, of course,
does not consider this objection, and so I cannot tell what he might suggest.)
Can the moderatelive with this conclusion? I am inclined to think not. It
would mean that whenever the agent is granteda moral option, she is in fact
rationally requiredto promote her interests. That is, it would be rationally
7

I am often tempted to say that the moral reasons are those that are morally relevant. But
the possibility of an argument along Slote's lines shows that even nonmoral reasons
may be relevant in determiningmoral requirements.
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forbidden-irrational-to choose to do the morally preferable act. I am not
denying that a moderatemight hold that in some cases it would be irrational
to promote the greatergood, even though this would be morally permissible.
But surely no moderate-Slote included-wants to say that in every single
instance (or even most instances) of a moral option, it would be rationally
forbidden to choose to promote the good. Yet this, I think, is what Slote's
approachwould lead to. And so the moderatemust reject it.
This last objection returnsus to an importantpoint, with which I would
like to conclude these comments. Ordinarymorality consists of a cluster of
beliefs-any one of which might, perhaps,be defensible when considered in
isolation. The challenge, however, for those who want to defend our commonsense moral views, is to keep in mind the various central features of ordinary morality, and to provide them with a defense that can cohere as a
whole. This is, I think, a challenge that cannot be met.
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